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Work Won’t Kill You: I Am Here

WWKY: I Am Here addresses the painful quandary of 
involuntary childhood immigrants who thought they had 
qualified for a path to citizenship through Deferred Action 
for Childhood Arrivals only to have that opportunity 
threatened.  Just as pulling a flowering plant out of 
the ground threatens the life of the plant and leaves a 
gaping hole in the earth, DACA recipients face a fearsome 
prospect, not only for themselves and their families but 
for their communities as well.

In the fourth installment of her Work Won’t Kill You 
series, artist Patty Ortiz has hired eight DACA recipients 
to collaborate in constructing a video/installation/
performance piece that captures their heartfelt response 
to the looming crisis. Ortiz has combined video images 
of threatened plants and recordings of interviews along 
with the real time presence of the actual DACA recipients 
themselves as they nurture and rearrange over 300 live 
flowering plants daily in the Present Box exhibition space 
at the Boulder Museum of Contemporary Art.  

Ortiz’ Work Won’t Kill You installations attempt to 
demonstrate that art is intrinsically a social construct, 
a kind of art equation in which an interaction between 
observer and event results in a reciprocal definition and 
identity. Her father’s motto was, “Work won’t kill you…
laziness will,” which inspired her to reconsider the 
meaning of work and creativity: what these ideas are in 
practice and what they could reveal within an art setting.

Previous iterations of WWKY in Texas, New York, and 
California examined workers and labor in the context of 
art spaces in a myriad of ways, from group sculpture and 
community mapping to performative retail and staged texting 
performances.

Ortiz would like to extend a special thank you to her 
friend and videographer, Stephen Hume for his support and 
assistance on this project.



Patty Ortiz received her BFA from the University of Texas and 
her MFA from the University of Texas at San Antonio. Ortiz has 
exhibited her work throughout the United States and internationally 
including Mexico City, Chile, and Amsterdam. She received a New 
Forms Regional Initiative Grant, funded by the National Endowment 
for the Arts’ Inter Arts Program and a CoVision Project Grant from 
the Colorado Council on the Arts. Ortiz has received many public 
and private commissions including the City of Boulder, Frankfurt 
Germany, and the Denver International Airport. Since 2014, Ortiz 
has produced Work Won’t Kill You installation/performances in 
San Antonio, TX, San Diego, CA and Syracuse, NY. Patty Ortiz is 
represented in the Boulder/Denver area by Goodwin Fine Art. 

Worker Claudia Ibarra-Arellano, Worker Elsy Segovia-Zavala, Worker 
Itzel Antonino*, Worker Jorge Zavala*, Worker Leidy Lisbeth 
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Worker Maria Martinez, Worker Wendy Giron 
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Present Box is a series of temporary exhibitions that invite 
artists to transform BMoCA’s lobby and front entrance into 
innovative installations, performances, and events that last 
less than a month. Presented two times a year, the site-specific 
projects are intended to encourage artists to create work outside 
their comfort zone and to foster interactive participation. The 
exhibitions encourage experimentation and urge artists to test 
ideas and explore different approaches. Present Box exhibitions 
are always free and open to the public.

Present Box Events

Film Documentary showing of “El Mar La Mar” at Boedecker Theatre, 
Dairy Arts Center
April 25-28, various times 
Documenters Joshua Bonnetta and J.P. Sniadecki explore Mexican-
U.S. border crossings in a poetic, elliptical mood piece. There 
will be a talk back after the film on April 25, with Kirsten 
Wilson, the founder and artistic director of Motus Theater.

Panel discussion: Conversation with Dreamers 
in BMoCA Event Space
May 2, 6pm
This panel will feature Dreamers (DACA recipients) and artist 
Patty Ortiz as moderator.

Upcoming Present Box: Perilous Journeys 
Curated by Jennifer Heath 
July 10 - July 19

Present Box Sponsors 
The Luff Family Foundation 
Jane McConnell
City of Boulder Human Relations Commission 
Anonymous Greenhouse

A special thanks to Elvira Ramos for facilitating the initial 
conversations.
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